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She Smells of Turmeric
- Natasha Sondakh
2021-04-26
Throughout her life, Cecilia Poetry has listened
to her father rave about his home country,
Indonesia. After his death, Cecilia decides to
move to Jakarta and explore the beautiful life
that her father had envisioned for her. When
Cecilia moves in with her wealthy grandparents,
they try their best to shape her into the ideal
Indonesian granddaughter. She learns of her
grandparents' distaste for her American lifestyle
and a grudge against her beloved parents, which
pushes her away from them. Entangled in
frustrating family dynamics, Cecilia escapes to
her rich, beautiful, and successful friends who
feel way too perfect for her. The more Cecilia
immerses herself in this captivating new world,
the more infatuated she becomes by the glamour
and intrigue of Jakarta. As her friends' lives
unfold to reveal tragic pasts and toxic secrets
hidden behind plastic smiles, Cecilia finally
begins to feel a real connection to her father's
hometown. But as Cecilia's reality starts to catch
up with her, it becomes clear that nothing in the
city is as it seems. She Smells of Turmeric is an
intimate tale of estrangement and reconciliation
and speaks to anyone who has felt alone in their
community.
Last of the Wilds
- Trudi Canavan 2009-10-13
After pitched battle, The White—the avatars of
the Five Gods—have briefly turned back the
vicious invaders. And now, the priestess Auraya
is sent on an urgent mission to reconcile with
the powerful, outcast Dreamweavers, for their
magical healing abilities may be the key to
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saving the land. But as a deadly plague
devastates their allies and old adversaries
resurface, a dreadful surprise may ruin the
chance for peace. For Auraya's terrible
discovery will force her into a desperate
choice—one whose consequences will change
the world forever.
What Mother Never Told Me - Donna Hill
2013-05-28
When she discovers that her dead mother is
really alive and living in France, Parris McKay
searches for her to get answers and, along the
way, meets two women who also struggle with
legacies of long-buried secrets.
Autumn Bridge - Takashi Matsuoka 2005-07-26
In the year 1311, in the highest tower of Cloud
of Sparrows Castle, a beautiful woman sits by
the window, watching as enemies gather below
and fires spread through the night. As she
calmly awaits her fate, she begins to write,
carefully setting down on a scroll the secret
history of the Okumichi clan…of the gift of
prophecy they share and the extraordinary
destiny that awaits them. For six centuries,
these remarkable writings lay hidden—until they
are uncovered by an American woman, a
missionary named Emily Gibson, who arrived in
Edo harbor in 1861, in flight from a tragic past.
Soon an extraordinary man would enter her life:
Lord Genji of the Okumichi clan, a nobleman
with a gift of prophecy who must defend his
embattled family—and confront forbidden
feelings for an outsider in his midst. Emily, too,
soon finds herself at a turning point; courted by
two westerners, she knows her heart belongs to
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the one man she cannot have. But Emily has
found a mission of her own: translating Genji’s
ancestral history, losing herself in an epic tale of
heroism and forbidden love. For here is the story
of Lady Shizuka, the beautiful witch-princess
who has enchanted Okumichi men for
generations…of Genji’s ancestors, Lord
Hironobu and Lord Kiyori, and of the terrible
betrayals that befell them…and of Genji’s
parents: a wastrel father and his child bride
whose tragic love has shaped Genji as a leader
and as a man. As Emily sifts through the fragile
scrolls, she begins to see threads of her own life
woven into the ancient writings. And as past and
present collide, a hidden history comes to life,
and with it a secret prophecy that has been
shrouded for centuries, and may now finally be
revealed. Takashi Matsuoka’s spellbinding novel
is infused with spectacle, intricately woven,
magically told. Autumn Bridge is a feast for the
senses, a work of truly dazzling storytelling.
Smart Home Systems - Mahmoud Al-Qutayri
2010-02-01
Smart homes are intelligent environments that
interact dynamically and respond readily in an
adaptive manner to the needs of the occupants
and changes in the ambient conditions. The
realization of systems that support the smart
homes concept requires integration of
technologies from different fields. Among the
challenges that the designers face is to make all
the components of the system interact in a
seamless, reliable and secure manner. Another
major challenge is to design the smart home in a
way that takes into account the way humans live
and interact. This later aspect requires input
from the humanities and social sciences fields.
The need for input from diverse fields of
knowledge reflects the multidisciplinary nature
of the research and development effort required
to realize smart homes that are acceptable to the
general public. The applications that can be
supported by a smart home are very wide and
their degree of sophistication depends on the
underlying technology used. Some of the
application areas include monitoring and control
of appliances, security, telemedicine,
entertainment, location based services, care for
children and the elderly... etc. This book consists
of eleven chapters that cover various aspects of
smart home systems.
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Online Journalism
- Richard Craig 2005
Learn to report, write, and edit for online media
with ONLINE JOURNALISM with InfoTrac®!
Created specifically with the Internet in mind,
this communication text will help you explore
the writing opportunities associated with online
media. Interviews with online professionals are
included throughout the text to give you an idea
of exactly what the job of the online journalist
entails. A comprehensive Web site helps keep
the book up to date and provides additional
material, including sound clips of some of the
book's interviewees.
Raumanen - Marianne Katoppo 2018-12
Raumanen, a prize-winning novel by Marianne
Katoppo, tells the story of Monang, a handsome
but wayward Batak man, and Raumanen, a
young Minahasa woman who, though educated
and intelligent, is also a 'soft touch' when it
comes to love. As is deftly revealed by the author
in this novel, even in modern day Indonesia,
matters of religion and ethnicity can greatly
affect--for better or worse--the course of a
couple's relationship.
The Great Ghost Rescue - Eva Ibbotson
2003-04-28
The ghosts of Britain need a sanctuary. Castles
with central heating, bogs drained for
motorways, dismal forests cleared for car parksthere are few places left for a respectable ghost
to haunt. Humphrey the Horrible (actually his
name is simply Humphrey-he added "the
Horrible" to help himself become horrible) is a
small, mostly unsuccessful ghost in a family of
ghastly ghouls. His mother worries. But
Humphrey has enough pluck to befriend a smart,
politically aware schoolboy, Rick Henderson,
who is willing to take the ghosts' cause right to
the top, to number 10 Downing Street-home of
the Prime Minister.
Honeymoon with My Brother - Franz Wisner
2007-04-01
This is the true story of Franz Wisner, a man
who thought he had it all- a high profile career
and the fiancée of his dreams- when suddenly,
his life turned upside down. Just days before
they were to be married, his fiancée called off
the wedding. Luckily, his large support network
of family and friends wouldn't let him succumb
to his misery. They decided Franz should have a
wedding and a honeymoon anyway- there just
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wouldn't be a bride at the ceremony, and Franz'
travel companion would be his brother, Kurt.
During the "honeymoon," Franz reconnected
with his brother and began to look at his life
with newfound perspective. The brothers
decided to leave their old lives behind them.
They quit their jobs, sold all their possessions,
and traveled around the world, visiting fiftythree countries for the next two years. In
Honeymoon With My Brother, Franz recounts
this remarkable journey, during which he turned
his heartbreak into an opportunity to learn about
himself, the world, and the brother he hardly
knew.
Chicklit 2 - Cris Mazza 1996
The follow-up volume to Mazza and DeShell's
hugely popular Chick-Lit: Postfeminist Fiction
Chick-Lit 2: No Chick Vics features new work by
Rikki Ducornet, Eurydice, Elizabeth Graver,
Ursule Molinaro, and fourteen other witty and
deadly serious writers. Chick-Lit 2 discovers new
and alternative voices in women's fiction whose
stories do not involve trauma that comes from
the outside. As Mazza writes in her introduction,
"Sexual assaults and harassments and injurious
poor body images do exist and have waged a war
on women (the American Medical Association
says so). But for this book, I was interested in
seeing what action(s) women characters can
incite on their own, whether bad or good,
hopeful or dead-end, progressive or destructive."
Positive Thinking for Beginners
- Lisa Edwards
2016-06-23
Positive thinking means changing the way you
look at things and how you handle lifes many
challenges. It will help you achieve any goal.
Conversely, a negative attitude will result in
negative behavior, which affects your ability to
even set goals. If you cant set goals, theres no
way you can achieve them. In this guide to
thinking in a positive way, youll learn how to
avoid procrastinating for the wrong reasons;
recognize the importance of rewarding yourself
with me time; take baby steps toward living a
more positive life; and stop worrying about
things you cant control. As hard as it may seem,
its possible to eliminate negative thinking from
your life and replace it positive thoughts. Small
changes in your daily life wont just improve your
lifethey will also improve the lives of those
around you. Start reaping the rewards of
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tackling each day with a smile by following the
guidance in Positive Thinking for Beginners.
Vengeance is Mine, All Others Pay Cash
- Eka
Kurniawan 2017-07-31
Thrilling...an engrossing, emotionally rankling
speed-read...original and sure-footed.’ Big Issue
[UK] Told in short, cinematic bursts, Vengeance
Is Mine, All Others Pay Cash is gloriously pulpy.
Ajo Kawir, a lower-class Javanese teenage boy
excited about sex, likes to spy on fellow villagers
in flagrante, but one night he ends up witnessing
the savage rape of a beautiful crazy woman.
Deeply traumatised, he becomes impotent, turns
to fighting as a way to vent his frustrations.
Vengeance Is Mine, All Others Pay Cash shows
Eka Kurniawan in a gritty, comic, pungent mode
that fans of Quentin Tarantino will appreciate.
But even with its liberal peppering of fights,
high-speed car chases, and ladies heaving with
desire, the novel continues to explore
Kurniawan’s familiar themes of female agency in
a violent and corrupt male world. Eka
Kurniawan was born in 1975 and is the author of
novels, short stories, essays, movie scripts, and
graphic novels. He has been described by the
Jakarta Post as ‘one of the few influential writers
in Indonesia.’ His first novel to be translated into
English, Beauty Is a Wound, was released in
2015. ‘An unusual and provocative novel...A
page turner, and well worth your attention.’ AU
Review ‘[Kurniawan] habitually drives his
narratives between the extreme poles of the
crass and the sublime, the tragic and the
comedic, the surreal and the real.’ South China
Morning Post ‘It’s funny, enraging, and
touching.’ Village Voice ‘I believe the phrase is
“page-turner”’ Words Without Borders
‘Kurniawan gives the reader an original plot
while managing to include a good helping of
black humour, plenty of irony, corruption and a
man who talks to his penis (which occasionally
answers him)...Funny and a bit crazy.’
BookMooch ‘Eka Kurniawan’s English-language
debut, Beauty Is a Wound, was released to much
acclaim in 2015, introducing the Indonesian
writer to a whole new audience. Told in short,
cinematic bursts, his follow-up is gloriously
pulpy as it continues to explore familiar themes
of female agency in a violent and corrupt male
world. Kurniawan is not for the faint-hearted,
but his gritty, comic style will definitely be
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appreciated by fans of Quentin Tarantino.’
Readings ‘An arresting portrait of Indonesia’s
struggle for nationhood, delights in obscenity: no
topic is spared from its bloodthirsty brand of
satire.’ New Yorker on Beauty is a Wound
‘Beauty Is a Wound is an epic of a kind that
could only come from the pen of an
Indonesian...Kurniawan’s creative ambition and
scope are traditional in some senses, but his
deeply strange work is profoundly original.’
Australian on Beauty is a Wound
Being a Happy Teen - Andrew Matthews
2001-05-01
At last, a book that teenagers want to read! Do
you ever wish: you were older you had more
money? you looked different? Do you ever feel,
"No one understands me!" Do you ever wonder,
"Will I fall in love?" Do you ever ask, "Am I
normal?" If you answered "yes" to half of the
above, you will find this book very helpful!
21st Century Innovation in Music Education
- Kun Setyaning Astuti 2019-11-27
Music is an expression of feelings of the soul
conveyed through the medium of sound. But not
all sounds are music. It might be said that only
an organised sound or series of sounds can be
called music. Thus, music is connected to the
eternal and constant flow and order of the
universe, to the laws and rhythms of nature. It
can also be said that musical order is
comparable to the natural order of the universe.
There are laws of a certain nature in the natural
sciences and likewise in music there are
structures and procedures, or even rules, that
should be followed to produce beautiful music.
The International Conference "Innovations for
21st Century Music Education and Research"
provided a timely opportunity to take stock of
the latest developments in music education and
brought together educators, researchers and
members of the broader community in a
welcoming forum in which they were able to
express theoretical and practical views,
concepts, research results and principles to help
support the further development of music
education.
Second Star to the Left - Megan Van Dyke
2022-01-22
Tinker Bell, banished from her homeland for
doing the unthinkable, selling the hottest drug in
Neverland-pixie dust-wants absolution.
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Determined to find a way home, Tink doesn't
hesitate to follow the one lead she has, even if
that means seducing a filthy pirate to steal
precious gems out from under his...hook.
Captain Hook believes he's found a real treasure
in Tink. That is, until he recovers from her pixie
dust laced kiss with a curse that turns the seas
against him. With his ship and reputation at the
mercy of raging storms, he tracks down the little
minx and demands she remove the curse. Too
bad she can't. However, the mermaid queen has
a solution to both of their problems, if Tink and
Hook will work together to retrieve a magical
item for her. As they venture to the mysterious
Shrouded Isles to find the priceless treasure,
their shared nemesis closes in. However, his
wrath is nothing compared to the realization
that achieving their goal may mean losing
something they never expected to find-each
other. The swagger and adventure of Pirates of
the Caribbean meets the sexy banter of The
Hating Game with a healthy dose of steam in this
retelling of Peter Pan that's far from the
Neverland you know.
Letters of a Javanese Princess - Raden Adjeng
Kartini 2019-11-21
"Letters of a Javanese Princess" by Raden
Adjeng Kartini (translated by Agnes Louise
Symmers). Published by Good Press. Good Press
publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known
classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be
read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our
goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly
and accessible to everyone in a high-quality
digital format.
Anti-Inflammatory Diet Cookbook For
Families - Annette Baker 2021-06-09
***Get this Cookbook and the other cookbooks in
this series at a maximum discounted price if you
run a bookstore. The Cookbooks in this series
focus primarily on how to adopt the AntiInflammatory Diet as a man, woman, family or
busy person*** You won't find this cookbook
(and the other cookbooks in the same series) at
Online Bookstore at a discounted price, you can
trust me! Would you and your family like to
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switch to the anti-inflammatory diet to achieve
all manner of benefits from it, including but not
limited to balancing hormones, weight loss,
keeping off lifestyle diseases etc. but you are
still on the fence about the most appropriate way
to adopt such a diet? And are you looking for
family-friendly anti-inflammatory diet recipes
that help you benefit from it to the max? If this is
so, then keep on reading... You Are About To
Discover Over 200 Mouthwatering Antiinflammatory diet Recipes That Will Transform
Your Family's Health For Good! There is no
denying that switching to a anti-inflammatory
diet is one of the best things you can do for your
family and yourself as a woman. I mean - the
health benefits that come a anti-inflammatory
diet coupled with the fact that you are keeping
off foods that increase the likelihood of suffering
from diseases and more is enough to make you
want keep going. However, even with all the
expected benefits, it is likely you have lots of
questions in your mind: Where do I start? How
do I keep my costs low so as to make adopting
the diet budget friendly? Are there some antiinflammatory diet meals that are best suited for
women? How do I increase my meal options to
ensure I don't get bored in the process by
running out of recipes to prepare? Are there any
great kid-friendly recipes on the plan-based diet,
even those that don't like veggies? As a busy
mother, are there foods that I can prepare with
the limited time I have and while on a tight
budget? How does adopting the antiinflammatory diet differ for women compared to
men? If you have these and other related
questions, then keep reading, as this 2 in 1 book
has a wide collection of well-structured recipes
with easy-to-understand step-by-step
instructions to help you and your family get the
most out of the anti-inflammatory diet on a
budget and with limited time. Here's what you
will find in this book: ● The basics of a antiinflammatory diet, including what it is, what it
entails, and how it works ● More than 200
delicious anti-inflammatory diet recipes that you
can prepare for your family on a budget for
breakfast, lunch, dinner, snacks, drinks, dessert,
and much more ● Recipes with nutritional
information and easy to find ingredients ● Meal
plans that are women-friendly, allowing you to
adopt the anti-inflammatory diet and trigger
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effortless weight loss ● And much more
Regardless of whether you are a mother,
expecting to be a mother soon, or a
grandmother, this book offers all women a wide
range of recipes to make it easier for you to
leverage the power of the anti-inflammatory diet
within no time, without spending a fortune while
at it! Your customers will be bewitched by the
content in this cookbook! Scroll up and click Buy
Now With 1-Click or Buy Now to get started!
(Collector's Edition)
A Lady of Persuasion - Tessa Dare 2009-09-29
Tessa Dare spins a witty, wanton tale of passion
and conquest, as a reformer and a rake find
unexpected love. Only one thing could convince
Sir Tobias Aldridge, an incorrigible libertine, to
profess undying fidelity to a woman he’s just
met. Revenge. What better way to get back at an
enemy than by stealing the scoundrel’s sister?
Not that Toby finds it a chore, seducing a
beguiling, sultry beauty freshly arrived from the
West Indies. When the prize is Isabel Grayson,
vengeance is doubly rewarding. Isabel is
determined to marry a wealthy, powerful lord
and become a lady of influence, using her rank
and fortune to fight social injustice. Sir Toby,
with his paltry title and infamous reputation, is
unsuitable husband material–but he makes her
blood race, her heart pound, and her long-buried
passions come to the surface. If she can reform
the charming devil, she’ll get exactly what she
craves: society’s respect. But it’s a dangerous
gamble. For if Toby wins this battle of
persuasion, Isabel could lose her heart.
Horimiya - HERO 2020-01-28
The sweet "aww"-inspiring tale of school life
continues!! When he's out and about, Iura's the
lovable guy who gets on everyone's nerves. But
at home, he's actually a strict yet kind older
brother! Just like Hori and Miyamura, there's
more to their friends than meets the eye...
Horimiya, Vol. 14 - HERO 2020-07-21
The sweet "aww"-inspiring tale of school life
continues!! The student council members are
usually pretty buddy-buddy. But that's not to say
they get along 24-7...When an all-out fight
explodes among them, will it be just another
chapter of their average high school life? Or will
their friendships be forever broken...?
Top 8: - Katie Finn 2010-10-01
Social networking sites are THE place to be for
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today's teens -- this fun, juicy novel explores the
ups, downs, and scandals of a group of friends
online! Madison MacDonald is seriously freaking
out Madison MacDonald 16 Putnam, CT Status:
Single? About Me: Everything in my life was
working out. I had my three best friends, a
brand-new boyfriend, and the lead in the school
play. Aside from that history paper I hadn't
started, things felt perfect. Then I returned from
spring break to find my Friendverse profile
hacked. Someone clearly out to ruin me had
spilled the most damaging secrets - AND posted
the worst photos of me ever taken - online.
I Loved, I Lost, I Made Spaghetti - Giulia Melucci
2009
From failure to fusilli, this deliciously hilarious
read tells the story of Giulia Melucci's fizzled
romances and the mouth-watering recipes she
used to seduce her men, and console herself
when the relationships flamed out. From an
affectionate alcoholic, to the classic New York
City commitment-phobe, to a hipster aged past
his sell date, and not one, but two novelists with
Peter Pan complexes, Giulia has cooked for them
all. She suffers each disappointment with
resolute cheer (after a few tears) and a bowl of
pasta (recipes included) and has lived to tell the
tale so that other women may go out, hopefully
with greater success, and if that's not possible,
at least have something good to eat. Peppered
throughout Giulia's delightful and often poignant
remembrances are fond recollections of her
mother's cooking, the recipes she learned from
her, and many she invented in the throes of
passion.
Mindfulness Plain & Simple - Oli Doyle
2014-07-31
MINDFULNESS PLAIN & SIMPLE provides the
tools, tips and tricks you need to de-stress and
de-clutter your mind. Inner peace and happiness
are available now, and they're closer than you
think. By taking just a few minutes out of your
day and making the simple but dramatic shift
into the present moment, you will find more
focus, effectiveness and clarity than you ever
thought possible. There is no jargon, religion or
new age vision quest, just simple tools to be
happier and more confident straight away. Oli
Doyle is renowned for teaching mindfulness
directly to those with no experience. For anyone
seeking a simple, practical guide to living
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mindfully, this book is a must.
Indonesian Historiography - Sartono
Kartodirdjo 2001
Truly, Madly Megan - Karen McCombie
2010-08-01
Megan whirls into Stella's life like the crazy
cartwheeler she is. And she's going to whirl right
out again, soon as her holiday in Portbay's over.
But that doesn't mean that she, TJ, Rachel and
Stella can't have some fun at the Portbay Gala
before she goes... Oops, did someone say "fun"?
More like "trouble"..
The Girl in the Grave
- Helen Phifer 2019-07-16
At least they'd found her. Once the site was
processed and the girl's body removed, they'd be
able to identify her so that her family could give
her the burial she deserved. This innocent girl
was far too young to be lying in a grave, crushed
under the weight of someone else's coffin...
When the body of a teenage girl is found hidden
inside a stranger's grave in a small-town
cemetery in The Lake District, an urgent call is
made to Forensic Pathologist Beth Adams. One
look at the beautiful girl's broken body is enough
to bring Beth out of hiding for the first time
since an attempt on her own life a year ago...
Beth doesn't believe it's a coincidence that the
victim was found the same day a threatening gift
was left on the doorstep of her secluded home.
Her instincts are telling her that it's a trap, that
she should run for safety. But she knows she's
the only one with the expertise to help her
trusted friend, Detective Josh Walker, crack the
most shocking case of his career. The tiny traces
of material Beth finds beneath the victim's
fingernails is the break in the case the team
need to chase down this twisted killer. But this
critical lead comes at a dangerous price,
exposing Beth's whereabouts and dragging her
back into the line of fire once again. With Beth's
own life on the line, the investigation is already
cracking under the pressure. Then another local
girl goes missing... Can Beth stay alive long
enough to catch the killer before he claims his
next victim? An absolutely gripping new crime
thriller that will grab fans of Patricia Gibney, LJ
Ross and Angela Marsons from the very first
page and leave them gasping for breath by the
last.
A-HA! Performance - Douglas Walker
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2013-01-03
Praise for A-HA! Performance "Since I wrote
Choice Theory many years ago, I have come to
the conclusion that there is only one major
human problem: we have yet to figure out how
to get along well with each other. In this book,
Walker supports this conclusion with humor,
creativity, and great insight. Managers who both
follow his suggestions and teach them to those
they manage will be rewarded with a happy and
profitable workplace. And do it at less cost than
the company is spending now." --William
Glasser, MD, President and founder,William
Glasser Institute, and author of Choice Theory
and Reality Therapy "If ever there was a title
that perfectly matched the content of a book,
this is it. I have never experienced more a-ha's
from a book in my life. One of the biggest a-ha's
is that you don't build a motivated workforce-you already have one! If you manage people--and
especially if you aspire to truly lead people--then
this book is required reading. Rock-solid ideas
from a master on motivation." --Joe Calloway,
author of Work Like You're Showing Off! "An
amazingly practical and prodigiously useful
resource to help create and bolster a world-class
sales force, but also a blueprint for better living
in general. An absolute mandatory read for all
my employees, not to mention friends and family
members. I don't know anyone who couldn't
benefit from applying the A-HA model. The title
might be more apropos if it were 'Holy cow!
Where's this been my whole career?'" --Robert
H. Fleet, Branch Manager, National Builder
Division, Countrywide Home Loans "A-HA!
Performance should be mandatory reading for
every manager. Each chapter offers simple and
compelling methods for building and managing a
self-motivated workforce. The realistic examples
presented throughout the book reinforce the
steps in the A-HA model and provide the
foundation for easy application to professional
and personal situations." --Ann Owens, Vice
President, Total Rewards Management,
QUALCOMM "Avoiding a fight-or-flight reaction
from an employee who needs coaching on
improved performance or behavior changes
requires the manager understand the employee's
vested interest. Walker teaches the skills
required to effectively create three wins: for the
company, the employee, and the manager. It's a
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must-read for all leaders who want to be more
proficient in getting needed performance
changes from their employees by improving
their own nurturing, coaching, or mentoring
skills. I'm reading it for the third time and still
gleaning more tips and insights. Even though it's
constructed as a managerial self-help book, it's
really an insightful, powerful textbook, and as
such needs to be studied." --Ron Cook, National
Accounts Manager, 3M
Deadly Redemption (Mills & Boon Intrigue)
(Daughters of Myth, Book -3)
Kathleen Korbel
2011-06-01
Unleash the untamed passions of the underworld
in these deliciously wicked tales of paranormal
romance. Orla, youngest daughter of the Fairy
Queen, is almost as famous for her powers of
seduction as she is for her rebellious nature.
The Bird King and Other Sketches
- Shaun Tan
2011-04-01
What do the bird king, the thing in the bathroom
and the paraffin-oil koala have in common? They
all inhabit the world of the artist, author and
illustrator Shaun Tan. Collected from his
working sketchbooks, with commentary by the
artist, these ideas, studies and doodles aim to
offer an insight into the imagination of this
storyteller.
The Labours of Hercules - Agatha Christie
2017-08-03
Poirot sets himself a challenge before he retires
- to solve 12 cases which correspond with the
labours of his classical Greek namesake... In
appearance Hercule Poirot hardly resembled an
ancient Greek hero. Yet - reasoned the detective
- like Hercules he had been responsible for
ridding society of some of its most unpleasant
monsters. So, in the period leading up to his
retirement, Poirot made up his mind to accept
just twelve more cases: his self-imposed
'Labours'. Each would go down in the annals of
crime as a heroic feat of deduction.
Diary of a Murderer - Young-ha Kim
2019-04-16
From "one of South Korea's best and most
worldly writers" (NPR): An electric collection
that captivates and provokes in equal measure,
exploring what it means to be on the edge-between life and death, good and evil
Modesty - Clifton Fahie Jr 2021-10-15
Prepare to enter a world where a nation so great
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is finally tested as if jackals and lions collide.
Will Valkar be a jackal or a lion?
Interactive Multimedia Learning
- Johannes
Konert 2014-09-05
This book introduces new concepts and
mechanisms regarding the usage of both social
media interactions and artifacts for peer
education in digital educational games. Digital
games in general, and digital educational games
in particular, represent an area with a high
potential for interdisciplinary innovation, not
only from an information technology standpoint,
but also from social science, psychological and
didactic perspectives. This book presents an
interdisciplinary approach to educational games,
which is centered on information technology and
aims at: (1) improving digital management by
focusing on the exchange of learning outcomes
and solution assessment in a peer-to-peer
network of learners; (2) achieving digital
implementation by using forms of interaction to
change the course of educational games; and (3)
providing digital support by fostering groupformation processes in educational situations to
increase both the effects of educational games
and knowledge exchange at the individual level.
In addition to a systematic analysis of the
relationship between software architecture,
educational games and social media
applications, the book also presents the
implemented IT systems' architectures and
algorithmic solutions as well as the resulting
applicable evaluation findings from the field of
interactive multimedia learning.
Arya Winters and the Tiramisu of Death - Amita
Murray 2021-10-26
Arya Winters is your typical cozy heroine. She
lives in a cottage in a small English village, and
bakes for a living - well, she specializes in
macabre desserts. She has nosy neighbors, who
she avoids ruthlessly due to her social anxiety.
And she has a keen interest in all things sexy,
especially Branwell Beam, the writer next door.
When her neighbor Tobias Yards turns up dead
after eating poisoned tiramisu (definitely not
poisoned when she baked it), no one seems to
connect it to Arya's Auntie Meera's recent death.
Instead, they blame her excruciatingly average
ex-boyfriend—and Tobias’s nephew—and so she
takes matters into her own hands. Now all she
has to do to uncover the truth is to get over her
baca-novel-online-agnes-jessica-bukan-pengantin-terpilih

aversion to Other People. Besides that, it's just a
matter of getting beyond some yellow tape,
dodging her former BFF Tallulah from secondary
school, and getting into Branwell's pants—he
seems strangely reluctant. What Arya doesn't
realize is that the murderer is dangerous,
preying on lonely people who've experienced
trauma, and that she might have to do all she
can not to become the next victim.
The Night Itself - Zoë Marriott 2014-07
When Mio steals the family's katana - a priceless
ancestral sword - from her parents' attic, she
just wants to spice up a fancy-dress costume.
But the katana is much more than some dusty
antique and her actions unleash a terrible,
ancient evil onto the streets of unsuspecting
London. Soon Shinobu, a fearless warrior boy,
appears to protect Mio - and threatens to steal
her heart. With the gods and monsters of
Japanese myth stalking her and her friends, Mio
realizes that if she cannot keep the sword safe,
and learn to control its legendary powers, she
will lose not only her own life - but the love of a
lifetime.
The Final Revival of Opal & Nev - Dawnie Walton
2021-03-30
An electrifying novel about the meteoric rise of
an iconic interracial rock duo in the 1970s, their
sensational breakup, and the dark secrets
unearthed when they try to reunite decades later
for one last tour. A GOOD MORNING AMERICA
BUZZ PICK NAMED A BEST BOOK OF 2021 BY
BARACK OBAMA * THE WASHINGTON POST *
NPR * ESQUIRE * ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY *
GOODREADS * THE MILLIONS * READER’S
DIGEST * PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER * EERIE
READER * PUBLIC RADIO TULSA * CHICAGO
PUBLIC LIBRARY * KIRKUS REVIEWS “Feels
truer and more mesmerizing than some true
stories. It’s a packed time capsule that doubles
as a stick of dynamite.” —THE NEW YORK
TIMES BOOK REVIEW Opal is a fiercely
independent young woman pushing against the
grain in her style and attitude, Afro-punk before
that term existed. Coming of age in Detroit, she
can’t imagine settling for a 9-to-5 job—despite
her unusual looks, Opal believes she can be a
star. So when the aspiring British
singer/songwriter Neville Charles discovers her
at a bar’s amateur night, she takes him up on his
offer to make rock music together for the
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fledgling Rivington Records. In early seventies
New York City, just as she’s finding her niche as
part of a flamboyant and funky creative scene, a
rival band signed to her label brandishes a
Confederate flag at a promotional concert.
Opal’s bold protest and the violence that ensues
set off a chain of events that will not only change
the lives of those she loves, but also be a deadly
reminder that repercussions are always harsher
for women, especially black women, who dare to
speak their truth. Decades later, as Opal
considers a 2016 reunion with Nev, music
journalist S. Sunny Shelton seizes the chance to
curate an oral history about her idols. Sunny
thought she knew most of the stories leading up
to the cult duo’s most politicized chapter. But as
her interviews dig deeper, a nasty new
allegation from an unexpected source threatens
to blow up everything. Provocative and chilling,
The Final Revival of Opal & Nev features a
backup chorus of unforgettable voices, a heroine
the likes of which we’ve not seen in storytelling,
and a daring structure, and introduces a bold
new voice in contemporary fiction.
Hashtag Islam - Gary R. Bunt 2018-09-25
Gary R. Bunt is a twenty-year pioneer in the
study of cyber-Islamic environments (CIEs). In
his new book, Bunt explores the diverse and
surprising ways digital technology is shaping
how Muslims across vast territories relate to
religious authorities in fulfilling spiritual,
mystical, and legalistic agendas. From social
networks to websites, essential elements of
religious practices and authority now have
representation online. Muslims, embracing the
immediacy and general accessibility of the
internet, are increasingly turning to cyberspace
for advice and answers to important religious
questions. Online environments often challenge
traditional models of authority, however. One
result is the rise of digitally literate religious
scholars and authorities whose influence and
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impact go beyond traditional boundaries of
imams, mullahs, and shaikhs. Bunt shows how
online rhetoric and social media are being used
to articulate religious faith by many different
kinds of Muslim organizations and individuals,
from Muslim comedians and women's rights
advocates to jihad-oriented groups, such as the
"Islamic State" and al-Qaeda, which now clearly
rely on strategic digital media policies to
augment and justify their authority and draw
recruits. This book makes clear that
understanding CIEs is crucial for the holistic
interpretation of authority in contemporary
Islam.
DIY Henna Tattoos - Aroosa Shahid 2018-06-12
Time for a new tattoo? The easy-to-follow, stepby-step instructions and gorgeous photo graphs
in DIY Henna Tattoos make learning henna art
simple and fun. In no time, you will master the
basic techniques and designs, including: •
Flowers • Leaves • Swirls • Vines • Paisleys •
Netting • Petals • Mandalas • Lines and dots
Whether you want to sport something quick and
simple or decorate a large area, you can easily
choose how much of your skin to adorn with
these stylish motifs. And because the tattoo is
from henna, next month you get to try a new and
different look!
Corporate Social Irresponsibility - Ralph
Tench 2012-11-29
Corporate social responsibility (CSR) has
become an increasingly heated topic since the
1980s. This title proposes that the concept of
Corporate Social Irresponsibility (CSI) offers a
better theoretical platform to avoid the
vagueness, ambiguity, arbitrariness and
mysticism of CSR.
The Princess & the Pauper
- Kate Brian 2003
Happily ever after is the only way to describe
this crowd-pleasing story of a scholarship
student who changes places with a princess for a
day.
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